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1. Introduction

In this paper, I argue verb doubling in BARE VERB PREDICATE CLEFTS provides evidence

supporting the hypothesis that head movement (or, more neutrally, HEAD DISPLACEMENT)

is the result of a different operation from the one responsible for phrasal movement. Though

some authors argue head displacement is a PF-branch phenomenon (see, e.g., Chomsky,

2001; Harizanov and Gribanova, 2018), I argue this operation occurs before Spell-Out, at

least if phrasal-movement is modeled under the Copy Theory of Movement (Chomsky,

1995). The primary evidence comes from the observation that predicate clefts require head

displacement to derivationally feed overt Ā-movement. Since overt Ā-movement occurs

before Spell-Out, head displacement also must. This challenges post-syntactic approaches

to head displacement phenomena, but only if narrow-syntactic movement is modeled under

the Copy Theory of Movement; multidominance requires post-syntactic head displacement.

1.1 Roadmap

In Section 2, I review the facts about predicate clefting and the relevant aspects of previous

analyses that will be central to my discussion. I adopt the view proposed by Landau (2006)

and Vicente (2007) that predicate clefting requires Ā-movement of a bare verbal head to

the left periphery. In Section 3, I discuss how this interacts with V-to-I movement under

common view that head displacement is modeled as head-to-head movement before Spell-

Out (Nunes, 2004; Vicente, 2007; Landau, 2006). Several syntactic copies of the verb are

produced in a predicate cleft, and this raises many issues about which copies should be

pronounced. I argue that under the Chain Reduction approach of Nunes (2004) there is no

way to predict which copies in a will be pronounced. In Section 4, I propose this problem

can be avoided if the number of copies of the verb can be reduced by some principled

means, and I show the right results can be attained if head movement is an operation distinct

from the copying that derives phrasal movement. Nonetheless, this operation must occur

before Spell-Out and not on the PF branch. If phrasal movement is multidominant, however,

head movement may occur after Spell-Out. I conclude in Section 5.

2. Predicate clefting

Predicate clefts come in two types. Some predicate clefts display a fronted verb phrase,

which I refer to as VP CLEFTS, while others display only a fronted verb, which I call BARE
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VERB CLEFTS. Examples from Spanish are given in (1) and (2). While Spanish exhibits

both types, many languages have only one or the other or lack predicate clefts entirely.

(1) Spanish VP cleft (Vicente, 2007, 63h):

[Sal-ir

go.out-INF

con

with

Marı́a]

Marı́a,

Juan

Juan

ha

has

sal-ido.

go.out-PTCP

‘As for dating Marı́a, Juan has dated (her).’

(2) Spanish bare verb cleft (Vicente, 2007, 62):

Le-er,

read-INF

Juan

Juan

ha

has

le-ido

read-PTCP

el

the

libro.

book

‘As for reading, Juan has read the book.’

As can be seen, both kinds of predicate cleft involve duplication of some part of the verb

(in this case, the verb root); in fact, this is a defining characteristic of the phenomenon. The

focus of this paper is on bare verb clefts, as in (2).1

2.1 Bare verb predicate clefts cross-linguistically

Languages from many families exhibit bare predicate clefts. Examples (3)–(7) are a non-

exhaustive sample of languages that display the phenomenon.

(3) Gungbe; Niger-Congo (Aboh and Dyakonova, 2009):

ãù

eat

wÈ

FOC

sÉná

Sena

ãù

eat

bléã̀ı

bread

lÓ

DET

‘Sena ATE the bread.’

(4) Hebrew (Modern); Semitic (Landau, 2006):

lirkod,

dance.INF

Gil

Gil

lo

not

yirkod

will.dance

ba-xayim.

in-the.life

‘As for dancing, Gil will never dance.’

(5) Hugarian; Ugric (Vicente, 2007):

Elolvasni,

PV.read.INF

nem

not

olvasta

read.3SG

el

PV

a

the

könyvet.

book.ACC

‘As for reading, he didn’t read the book.’

(6) Mandarin; Sinitic (Cheng and Vicente, 2013):

măi,

buy

tā

he

shı̀

COP

măi-le

buy-PERF

nà-bĕn

that-CL

shū.

book

‘As for buying, he bought that book.’

1See LaCara 2016 for discussion of VP clefts and their relation to head movement.
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(7) Portuguese (Brazilian); Indo-European (Bastos, 2001):

Vend-er,

sell-INF

o

the

João

João

só

only

vend-e

sell-PRES

livros

books

usados.

used

‘As for selling, João only sells used books.’

Looking across languages, a general pattern emerges: There are two surface instances of

the main verb. One of these appears in a lower, typically inflectional position, while the

other is in some left-peripheral position.2 This is schematized in (8).

(8) [CP VERB . . . [IP SUBJ . . . VERB+INFL [VP OBJ . . . ]]]

I refer to the verb in the left periphery as the CLEFTED VERB (which is bolded) and the

verb in the inflectional position as the BASE VERB (which is underlined).

2.2 Fronting the verb

For the purposes of discussion here, I assume the copy of the verb in the left periphery is

generated by Ā-movement of a syntactic head (an Xmin-level element or syntactic terminal)

to SpecCP, as proposed by Landau (2006) and Vicente (2007), at least for the languages

under discussion.3 The languages cited here lack operations that could generate remnant

verb phrases that could undergo VP-topicalization (e.g., Hebrew, Portuguese) or otherwise

lack VP-topicalization operations altogether (e.g., Gungbe, Hungarian, Mandarin). If heads

can be moved to specifier positions – and there is no obvious reason why they cannot be

(Matushansky, 2006) – then the pattern in (8) can be generated by moving a verbal head

directly to SpecCP.4

The question is which verbal head moves to SpecCP. This seems to vary by language.

Vicente (2007), for instance, proposes that T0 is targeted in Hungarian, while Harbour

(1999) claims that V0 is the target in Classical Hebrew. Many languages, however, appear

to target v0, including Hebrew, Mandarin, Portuguese, and Spanish.

In general, I will abstract away from the precise head that undergoes movement to

the left periphery, focusing largely on cases where v0 is the target. The important fact for

the discussion below is that the clefted verb often bears inflectional morphology that is not

associated with the verb root/V0, as this serves as evidence that a head above V0 is moved

to SpecCP (Landau, 2006; Vicente, 2007). As an example, take Spanish. Vicente (2007,

2009a) shows that in active clauses, the clefted verb is always an infinitive, regardless of

the morphology of the base verb:

2This can be a topic or focus position depending on the language. The difference is inconsequential for the

discussion here, so I will set it aside.

3Some languages, such as Polish (Bondaruk, 2009) and Russian (Aboh and Dyakonova, 2009) plausibly

generate apparent bare verb predicate clefts with remnant VP movement, so I set them aside here.

4Some authors have proposed that verbs can move directly to C0, either by skipping over intervening inflec-

tional heads (Aboh and Dyakonova, 2009) or by excorporative movement out of inflectional heads (Nunes,

2004). The former requires violating the Head Movement Constraint (Travis, 1984); the latter violates the ban

on excorporation (Baker, 1988). I adopt the Landau–Vicente proposal as it does not require such violations.
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(9) Clefted verbs must be infinitives in active voice clauses (Vicente, 2007, 62):

a. Leer

read.INF

/

/

*Leı́do,

read.PTCP

Juan

Juan

ha

has

leı́do

read.PTCP

el

the

libro.

book

‘As for reading, Juan has read the book.’ (Aspectual morphology)

b. Leer

read.INF

/

/

*Leyó,

read.PST

Juan

Juan

leyó

has

el

read.PST

libro.

the book

‘As for reading, Juan read the book.’ (Tense Morphology)

However, if the clause is passive, the clefted verb must bearb passive morphology as well:

(10) Bare verb cleft (Vicente, 2007, 71):

Reparada

repaired.PASS.FEM

/

/

*Reparar,

repair.INF

la

the

puerta

door.FEM

ha

has

sido

been

reparada.

repaired.FEM

‘As for being fixed, the door has been fixed.’

Assuming that v0 is the locus of voice features and morphology, Vicente reasons that the

element moved to SpecCP must contain v0 in order to explain how voice morphology ap-

pears on the clefted verb (see Landau 2006 for a similar argument from Modern Hebrew).

Tense and aspectual morphology do not appear on the clefted verb as in (9) presumably

because clefting does not target T0 or Asp0, which are presumably higher in the structure:

(11) [CP le-er [TP Juan le-(er)-yó [vP le-er
︸︷︷︸

[VP le- libro ]]]] = (9b)

As for the infinitival morphology on the clefted verb in active contexts, Vicente (2007,

71, 106, 110) assumes that this is just the default exponence of an active verb in contexts

where tense has not been suffixed to the verb; Bastos (2001, 123–126) makes a similar

claim for Portuguese, which shows the same behaviour (7). Following Vicente’s discussion,

I assume more specifically that the infinitive is actually a realization of active v0.

Thus, on the view where semantic and inflectional pieces of the verb are distributed

across several heads in the clause structure (Baker, 1988; Halle and Marantz, 1993; Grib-

anova, 2017; McCloskey, 2017, inter alia), it follows that the clefted verb cannot be just

V0 (or the verb root). The element that moves must contain the verb root and information

about voice/argument structure; furthermore, it must exclude tense and aspect features. This

suggests that v0 is the target and no higher or lower head.

In the following two sections, I focus on the nature of the base copy of the verb and

how it comes to be pronounced in an inflectional position. This is critical to understanding

how the verb is pronounced twice.

3. The failure of narrow-syntactic head movement and chain reduction

In this section, I discuss how predicate clefting is analyzed under the assumption that head

displacement is modeled under the Copy Theory of Movement. I argue that under Nunes’s

(2004) Chain Reduction it is not possible to determine which copies of a verb will be

pronounced in a predicate cleft without stipulation (see also LaCara, 2016).
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3.1 Predicate clefts with head movement

The typical assumption in the literature has been that the base copy of the verb is generated

by head-to-head movement in the narrow syntax. The main verb moves from its base po-

sition to some inflectional position, which could be, e.g., a tense, agreement, or aspectual

position; here I simply label this position I0. Assuming this head displacement is narrow-

syntactic movement under the Copy Theory of Movement, V-to-I movement generates at

least one additional copy of v0. Thus, along with the topicalization of v0 discussed above,

at least three syntactic copies of v0 exist in any predicate cleft.5 Furthermore, these copies

exist in two separate movement chains exist, labeled CH1 and CH2 in (12).

(12) CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

vP

VP

V0

v0
2

v0V0

I0

I0
v0

3

v0V0

v0
1

v0V0

CH1

CH2

We know that v0
1 and v0

3 will ultimately be pronounced, so the question is (i) why the

grammar permits two copies to be pronounced, and (ii) why these are the two copies.

One of the best worked-out approaches to understanding which copies of an element

will be pronounced is Nunes’s (2004) CHAIN REDUCTION, which some built-in mecha-

nisms allowing more than one copy of an element to be pronounced. The problem, I argue,

is that the pronunciation of multiple syntactic copies of a verb in a predicate cleft reduces to

little more than a stipulation that Chain Reduction ignore certain copies of the verb; with-

out this stipulation, predicate clefting would be impossible. First, however, I must introduce

how Chain Reduction works.

3.2 Chain Reduction

The Copy Theory of Movement derives movement by creating and deleting copies of syn-

tactic material. This means that there must be an operation that deletes extraneous copies.

5I set aside discussion of the copies of V0; as can be seen in (12), four copies of V0 exist in a simple predicate

cleft, but elimination of the additional copies is straightforward under any approach to head movement and

does not immediately bear on the discussion below.
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Nunes (2004) proposes that this operation is CHAIN REDUCTION. Under normal circum-

stances, this operation leaves all but one copy of an element behind at PF, but under some

circumstances the process may leave behind multiple copies of the same element, giving

rise to multiple pronounced instances of that element.

One of the key goals of Chain Reduction is to explain why typically only a single copy

of an element may be pronounced at PF and, indeed, why any copies should be deleted at

all. Nunes proposes that this comes about due to constraints on linearization (following

Kayne’s (1994) LINEAR CORRESPONDENCE ALGORITHM, or LCA). By hypothesis, indi-

vidual links in a movement chain count as non-distinct for the purposes of linearization.

Nunes proposes that non-distinct elements cannot be linearized relative to one another as

doing so would violate IRREFLEXIVITY (13), the requirement that no element precede it-

self. Consequently, it is not usually possible to linearize two copies of the same element, so

in order to linearize a structure containing copies of some element α , all but one copy of α
must be deleted. CHAIN REDUCTION, given in (14), is responsible for this deletion.

(13) IRREFLEXIVITY (Nunes, 2004, 24):

If α precedes β , then α 6= β .

(14) CHAIN REDUCTION (Nunes, 2004, 27, (44)):

Delete the minimal number of constituents of a nontrivial chain CH that suffices

for CH to be mapped into a linear order in accordance with the LCA.

A simple case of Chain Reduction can be demonstrated with subject movement in a

passive (15).6 The subject John originates as the complement of the verb elect. Movement

of the subject from its base position to subject position generates a second copy, here John2.

The two copies of John are treated as non-distinct. It is therefore not possible to pronounce

both because John would have to both precede and follow itself. Chain Reduction will

therefore delete John1 in order to avoid the violation of irreflexivity. John2 is preserved on

the assumption that it checks more features than John1 (e.g., Case or the EPP). As a result,

only one copy of the subject is pronounced.

(15) [ John2 [ was [ elected John1 ] ] ]

3.3 Multiple chains and multiple copies

Unfortunately, Chain Reduction does not immediately give us an obvious handle on why

two copies of the verb are pronounced in predicate clefts, though it does give us a partial

explanation of which verbs will be pronounced. Indeed, Chain Reduction correctly predicts

that v0
2 will be deleted, since it is the tail of both chains CH1 and CH2 in (12). Furthermore,

under the assumptions of the Landau–Vicente analysis adopted in Section 2.2, copies v0
1

and v0
3 are in different movement chains, so as defined in (14), Chain Reduction can only

6Here and throughout, I label copies with a subscripted number as a means of referring to specific copies;

this is for conveninence and is not represented theoretically; Copy Reduction cannot see these.
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target copies of an element that form a chain. In some sense, this is what we want: v0
1 and

v0
3 are not targeted for deletion by Chain Reduction.

The problem is that pronouncing both v0
1 and v0

3 should violate Irreflexivity (13) –

the two copies of the verb are non-distinct and as such should not be linearizable. Since

Chain Reduction cannot target either remaining copy of v0, it predicts, without any other

assumptions, that Predicate Clefting should be ungrammatical.

Nunes proposes that this problem can be avoided on the assumption that complex

heads, like those formed by verb movement, can be MORPHOLOGICALLY REANALYZED

into morpho-syntactically atomic units. This makes their internal structure invisible to the

LCA and, therefore, Irreflexivity and Chain Reduction. Since the internal structure of the re-

analyzed complex head is eliminated by this process, any copies that made up that complex

head are also eliminated and, therefore, become invisible to the LCA.

Nunes (2004) proposes that the clefted verb (v0
1) is Morphologically Reanalyzed in

a predicate cleft. This eliminates the internal structure of v0
3, making it distinct from v0

1 in

the complex T0 head and allowing both to be pronounced. The problem is that there is

no independent evidence this occurs. There is no proposed (morpho-)phonological reflex

of this reanalysis other than the verb being pronounced twice. It seems Morphological

Reanalysis is invoked here only because under this system the only way more than one copy

of an element can be pronounced is if one of the copies is Morphologically Reanalyzed: If

two copies are pronounced, then one must have been Morphologically Reanalyzed. But this

logic is circular: An element is pronounced twice when Morphological Reanalysis occurs,

and we know that Morphological Reanalysis occurs when an element is pronounced twice.

Some authors have argued that Morphological Reanalysis is linked morpho-phono-

logical effects. Bastos (2001, 126) argues that Morphological Reanalysis occurs when

copies are morpho-phonologically distinct. She points to the fact that the clefted verb in

Portuguese bears infinitival morphology that is not present in the base copy, as in (7), sug-

gesting the appearance of this distinct morphology results in the verb being reanalyzed.

This cannot be a general, cross-linguistic property of Morphological Reanalysis, though.

In some languages, such as Mandarin (6), clefted verbs lack any infinitival morphology dis-

tinguishing them from base verbs, and as in Gungbe (3) and Spanish passives (10), the base

verb and clefted verb may be morpho-phonologically identical. If morpho-phonological

distinctness were required for (or the result of) Morphological Reanalysis, the expectation

is that clefted verbs in these languages would have to be distinct, which is not borne out.

What we need here is a general explanation of why verbs can be pronounced twice

in predicate clefts without stipulating that one of them undergoes an operation rendering it

invisible to the linearization algorithm. As I argue in the following section, this can be done

if we assume that the displacement of heads does not generate new copies of that head.

4. Non-movement approaches to head displacement

Many of the issues above would be solved if the number of verb copies produced by predi-

cate clefting could be limited in some principled manner. In this section, I argue that this is
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what we get from approaches to head-to-head displacement that propose it is the result of

an operation distinct from the one responsible for phrasal movement.

The exact nature of head-to-head displacement has been subject to significant contro-

versy. Noting several issues that head movement raises, Chomsky (2001, 37) suggests that

‘a substantial core of head raising processes [. . . ] may fall within the phonological com-

ponent’. Subsequent proposals have posited that there is no true head-to-head movement

in the narrow syntax and that the effects commonly attributed to head movement are the

result of some other operation (Harley, 2004; Platzack, 2013; Arregi and Pietraszko, 2019)

or else occur post-syntactically (Harizanov and Gribanova, 2018) Important here is that if

head-to-head displacement is the result of an operation distinct from the one responsible

for phrasal movement, then phenomena like V-to-I movement will not generate copies of

the verb. If so, Chain Reduction will have fewer copies of the verb to contend with at PF,

and as I show, we predict which copies of the verb are pronounced in a predicate cleft.

To be clear, I will continue to assume that heads can still undergo Ā-movement, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.2, though I will still compare head displacement to phrasal movement

out of terminological convenience. My main claim here is that head-to-head movement

from one head position to the next along with concomitant head adjunction does not hap-

pen. As I argue, this allows us to understand why the topicalized verb is pronounced twice

without stipulating that some copy of v0 is Morphologically Reanalyzed.

4.1 Predicate clefts without head movement

Let us start from the assumption that head displacement of the sort responsible for V-to-I

movement, however it is to be implemented, does not generate additional syntactic copies

of the verb. If we maintain the assumption that individual heads can undergo Ā-movement

to the left periphery (see Section 2.2), then at Spell-Out the structure of a bare verb predicate

cleft will be as in (16). Here, there are only two copies of v0 as opposed to the three in (12).

(16) CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

I0 vP

v0
2

VP

V0

v0
1

Like any other structure containing movement, this tree will be subject to Chain Re-

duction. Unlike in (12), where narrow-syntactic head movement was assumed, there is only
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one movement chain in this structure. v0
2 will be targeted for deletion, leaving v0

1 to be pro-

nounced. Since these are the only two copies of the verb and there are no other chains

containing copies of v0, deleting v0
2 will avoid any potential violation of Irreflexivity (13)

in this structure. By assuming that head displacement does not generate copies (i.e., by

assuming that it is the result of an operation distinct from the one responsible for phrasal

movement), we avoid creating extra copies that would violate irreflexivity.

However, without a suitable theory of head displacement to replace head-to-head

movement, we would be left without an explanation of how it is possible for a verb root

originating in V0 to be pronounced in I0.

4.2 Conflation as head displacement

Several theoretical alternatives to head-to-head movement have appeared in the recent lit-

erature on head displacement. While there are many differences between individual pro-

posals, they can be grouped depending on when head displacement is proposed to oc-

cur. Several proposals argue head displacement occurs before Spell-Out as the result of a

narrow-syntactic operation (just not Move or Merge). Others argue that it occurs either at

or after Spell-Out.

a. Narrow-syntactic: Agree/C-select (Platzack, 2013), Conflation (Harley, 2004), Gen-

eralized Head Movement (Arregi and Pietraszko, 2019),

b. At/after Spell-Out: Spanning (Svenonius, 2012), Amalgamation (Harizanov and Grib-

anova, 2018)

The evidence from predicate clefts is consistent with head displacement occurring

before Spell-Out if phrasal movement is the result of copying (as opposed to multidomi-

nance; see Section 4.4). The reason is that head displacement must feed Ā-movement in

order to explain the morphological form of the clefted verb in bare verb predicate clefts.

Consider the example of voice morphology in Spanish introduced in Section 2.2; the

relevant examples are repeated here in (17) and (18). Recall that, as shown in (18), the

clefted verb must bear passive morphology if the base verb also does. Given that voice

morphology originates on a head distinct from the verb root, the passive morpheme and

the verb root do not merge as part of a single head. A similar argument can be made about

the active case in (17): If the theme vowel (the a before the r in the infinitive) originates as

part of v0 (Oltra-Massuet and Arregi, 2005), then the theme vowel is not part of V0 and,

therefore, the infinitive must be derived from more than one head.

(17) Active:

Le-er

read-INF

/

/

*Le-yó,

read-PST

Juan

Juan

leyó

has

el

read.PST

libro.

the book

‘As for reading, Juan read the book.’ (Tense Morphology)
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(18) Passive:

Repar-ada

repaired-PASS.FEM

/

/

*Repar-ar,

repair-INF

la

the

puerta

door.FEM

ha

has

sido

been

reparada.

repaired.FEM

‘As for being fixed, the door has been fixed.’

As long as head displacement occurs in the narrow syntax and assuming that phrasal

movement is the result of narrow-syntactic copying, these morphological effects are ex-

plained. For the sake of discussion, we will consider what happens under CONFLATION

(Harley, 2004; LaCara, 2016; Hale and Keyser, 2002).7 Conflation proposes that individual

heads come with morpho-phonological features (which I refer to as π here) which can be

shared between structurally adjacent heads. The technical details are given in (19), though

I will propose a small modification (19c).

(19) Key assumptions for Conflation (based on Harley, 2004):

a. The label of any constituent has all the features of the head, including some

representation of a morpho-phonological features π .

b. Conflation occurs when a constituent α is merged with a sister head β whose

set of features is ‘defective’. The features πα are merged into πβ .

c. For Economy reasons, the conflated set of features is only pronounced once, in

its uppermost position.

Conflation is a concomitant of Merge, so it occurs in the narrow syntax. As such, the π-

features are passed up the tree from one head to the next as syntactic structure is built.

The way this works is illustrated in (20). The features associated with Z0, πz, are

shared with Y0 when Y0 merges with Z0, and the features of Y0, [πz, πy], are shared with

X0 when X0 merges with YP, resulting in X0 bearing the feature [πz, πy, πx]. The result is

that the π features of each head wind up on a single head: X0.

(20) YP
[πz, πy]

Y0

[πz, πy]
Z0

[πz]

Merge X0

−→ XP
[πz, πy, πx]

X0

[πz, πy, πx]
YP

[πz, πy]

Y0

[πz, πy]
Z0

[πz]

Assumption (19c), as currently stated, ensures that the features on X0 are pronounced to the

exclusion of those on both Y0 and Z0, assuming X0 is the ‘uppermost’ position by virtue

7As they discuss, bare verb predicate clefts can also be analyzed under Arregi and Pietraszko’s (2019) GenHM

proposal, but the details are a bit more complicated; see their paper for details. What matters, though, is

that head displacement occurs in the narrow syntax, before Spell-Out, which is true of both GenHM and

Conflation.
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of c-commanding both Y0 and Z0. However, I would like to propose a more stringent and

precise condition on pronunciation of π-features to replace (19c):

(21) If a head α contains a subset of the π-features of a c-commanding head β , then α
is not pronounced. Replaces (19c)

Condition (21) accomplishes the same thing as (19c), but is more specific: Since Z0 has a

subset of π-features of Y0, it will not be pronounced, and since the π-features of Y0 are a

part of π-features of Z0, it too will be left unpronounced. These conditions behave differ-

ently in conditions where some other mechanism creates a copy of a head with conflated

π-features, as when heads undergo Ā-movement in predicate clefts.

4.3 Clefting with conflation

With the main details about Conflation laid out, let us now consider how the derivation of

a predicate cleft would work. Before topicalization occurs, the IP will look as in (22).

(22) IP

DP

SUBJ

I′

I0

[πV ,πv,πT ]
vP

v0

[πV ,πv]
VP

V0

[πV ]
DP

OBJ

The π-features of V0 are already conflated onto v0, and the π-features of v0 are already

conflated onto I0 since Conflation happens in the narrow syntax as part of Merge. Critically,

it is this structure that serves as the basis for verb topicalization. Topicalizing only v0, as

discussed in Section 2.2, we will move a v0 into which the π-features of V0 have already

been conflated, as in (23). This gives us, essentially, what we want, since Conflation does

not generate any new syntactic copies of the verb. Only topicalization of the verb to SpecCP

creates another copy. Since v0
1 is the head of the movement chain, it will be pronounced,

but because there are no other movement chains, there will be no Irreflexivity violations.

Furthermore the fact that Conflation precedes topicalization explains why the verb

root is pronounced as part of the topicalized material. Since the π-features of V0 are con-

flated onto v0 before v0 is topicalized, the π feature of V0 will be part of the clefted verb

along with the appropriate voice morphology associated with v0. Since the π-features of

the clefted verb exclude the π-features of I0, and consequently any tense or agreement

morphology associated with I0 will not appear on clefted verb.
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(23) CP

v0
1

[πV ,πv]
C′

C0 IP

DP

SUBJ

I′

I0

[πV ,πv,πT ]
vP

〈v0
2〉

[πV ,πv]
VP

V0

[πV ]
DP

OBJ

Note that the condition on pronunciation proposed in (21) matters here. v0
1 c-commands

I0, and both contain conflated features pi-features from v0 and V0. v0
1 is technically in the

‘uppermost’ position under the condition given in (19c) from Harley 2004, but both v0
1 and

I0 are pronounced. The revision I give in (21) predicts that this should be the case since

although v0
1 c-commands I0, the π-features of I0 are not a subset of the π-features of v0

1,

so I0 is pronounced. Furthermore, since v0
1 is not c-commanded by a head containing a su-

perset of its π-features, it is also pronounced. As to why this should be the case, I suspect

it is related to the what is often referred to as the STRANDED or STRAY AFFIX FILTER.

Since I0 contains π-features (i.e., an affix) that are not realized on another head, this condi-

tion ensures that those π-features will be realized even if movement somehow complicates

Conflation’s usual relations.

4.4 The timing of head displacement depends on the theory of phrasal movement

Consider now what happens if head displacement, however conceived, occurs at or after

Spell-Out in the PF component as is sometimes proposed. Harizanov and Gribanova (2018)

propose that head displacement movement is true head-to-head movement occurring after

Spell Out on the PF-component. This means that all instances of overt Ā-movement pre-

cede all instances of head movement. On the assumptions about predicate clefting given in

Section 2.2, this means that V-to-I displacement would have to occur after topicalization of

v0. This incorrectly predicts that the verb root could never appear in the clefted verb if v0 is

targeted for topicalization, as shown in (24b). Thus, if narrow syntactic movement is copy-

ing, predicate clefts show us that head-to-head displacement must occur before Spell-Out.
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(24) a. Ā-movement of verb:

CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

I0 vP

v0
2

VP

V0

v0
1

b. Post-syntactic head movement:

CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

vP

VP

v0
1

I0

I0v0

v0
2V0

This is not an argument against Harizanov and Gribanova’s (2018) proposal, per se. They,

in fact, use multidominance to represent syntactic movement in their article, claiming (n.39)

that the use of multidominance in is ‘an expository choice that emphasizes the fact that we

are dealing with a single syntactic object occupying distinct structural positions, but other

implementations are possible as well.’ I would argue that this is not so benign a choice as

they imply: Indeed, multidominant structures allow V0 to undergo head-movement onto v0

after v0 has merged in SpecCP:

(25) Ā-movement of the verb:

CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

I0 vP

v0 VP

V0

(26) Post-syntactic head movement:

CP

C′

C0 IP

DP I′

vP

VP

I0

I0v0
k

v0
iV0

Since V0 adjoins to v0 after v0 has remerged in SpecCP, V0 is pronounced in the specifier

of CP since v0 is pronounced there.8 Harizanov and Gribanova (2018) suggest that the verb

is also pronounced in I0 as a result of the Stray Affix Filter.

8One potential issue is how post-syntactic adjunction of V0 to v0 affects multidominant structure. Adjoining

V0 to v0 results in v0 having two segments. Harizanov and Gribanova (2018) assume, as I have shown here,

that the higher segment (which I have labeled v0
k), which contains V0, is merged in SpecCP. However, it is

not obvious that the terminal v0
i should not be merged, excluding V0 from SpecCP. Thanks to Kyle Johnson

(p.c. 9 Nov 2018) for discussion of this point.
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The point I’d like to make here, which I don’t believe has been made elsewhere, is

that assumptions about how phrasal movement works lead to different predictions regard-

ing which alternative approaches to head displacement are viable. If phrasal movement is

modeled using the copy theory of movement, as I have assumed, evidence from predicate

clefts requires head displacement to occur in the narrow syntax, but if phrasal movement is

modeled as multidominance, then head displacement may occur on the PF-branch. I cannot,

in the space remaining, discuss the comparative virtues of the Copy Theory of Movement

and multidominant approaches, though researchers have in general been hard-pressed to

find differences between them (see, e.g., Larson, 2016 and Vicente, 2009b). Resolving the

true nature of head movement, therefore, may play an integral role in our understanding of

the nature of syntactic Merge. Larson (2016) argues that the Copy Theory is, in fact, theo-

retically superior to multidominance, and if this is correct, it is consistent with the view of

head movement I describe above.

5. Conclusion

I have argued that head-to-head displacement should be modeled as a narrow syntactic op-

eration that does not generate copies, distinguishing it from narrow-syntactic movement.

Assuming that narrow-syntactic movement is modeled under the Copy Theory of Move-

ment, this predicts which syntactic copies of a verb will be pronounced in a bare verb

predicate cleft following the assumption from Landau (2006) and Vicente (2007) that these

verb clefts require Ā-movement of a verbal head to the left periphery.
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